EVS Task Force group Organization

**EVS Informal Group**

**Step 1**: IG designate Task Forces to take a lead in developing proposal for each working item.

**Step 2**: Task Forces provide the gtr text proposal for IG decision.

**Step 3**: IG discusses the proposal and make a decision.

Chair: Nha Nguyen
Vice Chair: Johan Renders
Chen Chunmei
Secretary: Kazuyuki Narusawa

**Working items**

- **Protection against Water**: To propose the requirements and test procedure of protection against water for the whole vehicle to EVS.
- **Low electric Energy**: With the justification and
- **Electrolyte Leakage**: To review and address the outstanding questions and comments for the requirements and test procedure for Vibration, Thermal Shock and Cycling, Mechanical Impact, Mechanical shock, Mechanical integrity, and External short circuit protection.
- **REESS in-use test protocol**: To study and discuss further, and will come back with justification and test protocol for the cell/module/system level requirement including thermal propagation.
- **Cell/Module/System test**: SOE issue including the definition of “normal fire resistance test procedure of REESS 7.2.8.3.2.”